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Point of Parliamentary Inquiry - This point may be
raised by a delegate in order to clarify doubts about
the procedure of IYC with the Executive Board of the
committee.

General Speakers List (GSL)
Similar to the UNA-USA MUN procedure, in IYC, the
committee will begin with the General Speakers List.
Delegates will have the opportunity to share their stance
on the agenda with the rest of the committee for 90
seconds.

Special Speakers List (SSL) 
Mid-committee, delegates may enter a Special Speakers
List, in order to discuss either subtopic based on the
broad agenda or to evaluate and discuss crisis updates.
The rules for a SSL are the same as the ones in a GSL,
however, each speech will have a duration of 60 seconds.

Yields 
If the 90 seconds allotted for a GSL are not utilised
entirely, one may yield time to either questions,
comments, or the chair.

Points 
In order for delegates to communicate with their chairs
and fellow delegates, they may use tools such as points. 
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Point of Order - This point may be raised by a delegate
to point out mistakes made by the Executive Board
with regards to the procedure or agenda of the
committee.
Point of Information - This point may be raised by a
delegate to clarify doubts based on another delegate’s
speech.
Point of Factual Inaccuracy- This may be raised by a
delegate in order to bring to attention a  factual
inaccuracy in another delegate's statements or claims.
Point of Personal Privilege - This point can be raised by
a delegate at any time during the course of the
committee. This happens when the delegate is
uncomfortable. For example, one may raise a point of
personal privilege if one is feeling too cold, is unable to
hear the speaker or wants to use the washroom.
 Right to Reply- This point may be raised by a delegate
in order to demand an apology when the sovereignty
of the nation he/she is representing is breached or
threatened by another delegate. However, it is
important to remember that apologies, as well as
breaches of sovereignty, are determined solely by the
discretion of the Executive Board.

Communiques and Directives Communiques
A delegate may choose to make an important
announcement in committee via communiques and
direct communiques, also known as press releases. In
order to do so, a delegate may send a message stating the
announcement to the Executive Board. The Executive
Board will then decide whether or not the statement
should be announced in committee proceedings.
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Motion to Open Formal Debate: This is the first motion of
the conference and is made to move into formal debate
and open the General Speakers List. If there are multiple
topics on the agenda, the body will first vote on the order
they are to be discussed. All delegates wishing to be
added to the speaker's list should raise their placards at
the request of the chair or send a note to the dais.

Directives 
Crisis Directives are petitions that delegates send to the
Executive Board to be approved or denied. These written
requests have the power to change the course of the crisis if
approved. There are 2 types of directives- Overt and Covert.
Overt directives are not subject to voting as they are specific
to the governments of the writers (a maximum of 2), and are
announced to the committee after being ratified. Covert
directives are not subject to voting either, can be written by
only one delegate and are implemented upon ratification,
but not announced to the committee. They influence the
ongoing crisis.

Presidential Statements
Presidential or joint statements are produced by delegates if
they want to address a serious issue in committee. The
delegate must send a message to the Executive Board for
approval for the motion to release a statement. Once
approved, the motion to make a presidential or joint
statement can be raised.

Voting
In the case of caucuses (both moderated ad unmoderated)
and working papers, the committee will follow simple
majority. In the case of a resolution, the committee will follow
its specific guidelines.

Motions 
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Motion to Enter into a Moderated Caucus: This motion
brings the committee into a moderated debate to
discuss a more specific aspect of the agenda. When
raising this motion total time and per speaker, time
must be stated. All points other than point of personal
privilege are suspended in a Moderated Caucus. 
Motion to Enter into an Unmoderated Caucus: This
motion temporarily suspends formal debate for a
specified amount of time. It is used to create resolutions,
talk to other delegates, or anything else that may need
to be done. It needs a simple majority to pass. 
Motion to Introduce a Resolution: A delegation may
move to introduce a resolution that they have drafted,
and this will open the committee up to discussion on
this resolution. The authors will first introduce the
committee to the resolution. This will be followed by a
two-for-two for and against by a non-author. By the
discretion of the executive board, a question and answer
session may also be conducted. 
Motion to Previous Question: This motion ends all
debate on a resolution and moves to directly begin
voting. This motion requires a 2/3rd majority to pass. 
Motion to Introduce an Amendment: A delegate may
also move to amend one or more specific clauses in a
resolution. An amendment may be friendly: One that the
authors find favourable, or unfriendly, one that authors
find unfavourable. A friendly amendment will definitely
be incorporated into the final resolution, however, for an
unfriendly amendment to be considered there must be
voting. Unfriendly amendments pass by simple majority.
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